The user interface to a data acquisition system is being developed at the Los Alamos Weapons Neutron Research Facility using the VAX/VMS command language interface DCL. Commands are being implemented which provide for system initialization and control functions and FASTBUS diagnostics. The data acquisition system incorporates the concept of a data acquisition "state" (running, halted, etc.) where a certain subset of input commands is allowed.
Introduction
The Weapons Neutron Research Facility supports basic and applied research in condensed matter and nuclear physics using neutrons produced by the 800 MeV proton beam from the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF). The commissioning of the new Proton Storage
Ring at LAMPF with its higher beam intensities requires a new data acquisition system. Consequently, efforts are under way in the computer group to design such a system utilizing DEC VAX computers in conjunction with FASTBUS and CAMAC. As designed, the system will consist of 8-12 VAX computers linked together with Ethernet, and a large VAX as a central data analysis machine. In this system the computer serves as a user interface to the real-time portion which is confined to the FASTBUS and CAMAC. This has been described in an earlier paper [1] .
Design and implementation specifications were determined after the generation of a requirements document by the users [21 and a design and implementation specification by the computer group [3] . Numerous meetings attended by the users and the computer group refined the basic goals of the new data acquisition system. In trying to develop more user friendly and flexible commands for this system we established the following basic goals for the new data acquisition command interface:
1) The commands must be usable by all people conducting experiments at the facility. They
should not be unique to each experiment.
2) The addition of new options or commands must not impact the functioning of the system.
3) Error and message handling facilities must be centralized.
4) Help facilities must be provided for on-line assistance to the experimenter. In developing the commands for the data acquisition system we have attempted to follow standard DEC DCL usage whenever possible in order to make the system easier to understand by our experimenters. Documentation within the data acquisition system is covered in another paper given at this conference [5] .
We have found that the use of DCL has saved an enormous amount of time compared to the effort which would have been expended in writing our own command language interpreter, help facility and message facility. Also However, most experimenter activity on the terminal and in automatic command execution occurs at noncritical times in the experiment, usually at the end of a run when experimental parameters must be changed. Also the VAX computers in our system are really not involved in real-time activities. These tasks have been relegated to the FASTBUS environment.
Additional Features
Acknowledgments A method of running data acquisition commands using detached processes has been developed which allows the experimenter to specify a list of DCL command files to be run to control the course of the experiment. This technique frees the user's terminal for other uses. Users are notified on the terminal when errors occur. At all times the user has manual override of this automated process through DCL commands. The internal structure of this feature of the system is described in another paper given at this conference [4] .
Two commands control the submission of DCL command files for automatic execution. The command QUEUE_RUNS/EDIT allows editing of a file known as the "Pending-runs-queue" which contains the names of the command files which, when run, determine the course of the experiment. This editing is performed by using a standard text editor, normally the EDT editor. The command verifies that all entries are syntactically valid and that files which are entered actually exist.
While the Pending-runs-queue is being modified no command files will be submitted.
The command EXECUTE_RUNS/START activates a detached process which has access to the DCL interpreter and executes the DCL command files. This process executes command files from the Pending-runs-queue until the queue is empty. The EXECUTE RIJNS command provides additional options which allow the user to stop, suspend or resume the execution of the queue. Since this operation is a detached process it can continue regardless of the activity on the user's terminal even if the user logs out.
FASTBUS diagnostic commands to perform the FASTBUS primitive operations of arbitration cycle, address lock, FASTBUS read and write, release address lock and reset bus have been implemented in DCL. In addition, commands to perform complete FASTBUS read and write cycles have been written. This work was supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy.
